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ABSTRACT 

Reaction Rates and Transition States:A New Perspective on an Old Problem 

by 

Paul Jay Ledbetter 

Transition state theory was originally developed in the 1930s as method for cal

culating chemical reaction rates in simple systems using energetic barrier heights. 

Unfortunately, its usefulness in complex high dimensional chemical processes such as 

protein dynamics is severely mitigated by the approximate assumption that reacting 

systems do not recross the transition state. This approximation has been improved 

for simple systems in modern variational transition state theory (VTST), which gives 

a close upper bound to the true reaction rate. For complex systems, location of the 

VTST separatrix is still theoretically challenging. 

We propose the definition of an alternative transition state separatrix for systems 

with high friction which has the property that the escape rate through the sepa

ratrix gives the exact reaction rate for the system, without the need for recrossing 

corrections, and, surprisingly, without requiring the escaping trajectories to cross the 

reaction barrier. 

However, locating this separatrix presently does require considering trajectories 

crossing the barrier. In order to lessen the computational challenge associated with 

barrier crossing, we provide an automatic method to enhance sampling of trajectories 

crossing the reaction barrier derived from the mathematics of super symmetry. This 

method provides an effective "ensemble magnifying glass," statistically inducing ad

ditional sampling of configurations in regions with large probability flux but without 

affecting transition rates. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

As the building blocks of life, protein motions underlie all important bioengineering 

and medical problems. However, the complexity of these molecules pose important 

and challenging chemical problems which hinder their study. This places a high prior

ity on the development of tools to allow researchers to both identify and characterize 

the mechanisms of protein behaviors. Among the chemical difficulties, is an appar

ent breakdown of chemical rate equations developed in the previous century. Even 

without the complexities of quantum chemical corrections which present problems in 

apparently simpler systems, we seem not to have escaped the problem Eyring believed 

he solved in the 1930s, namely, (without extensive simulation) we are only able to 

calculate relative rates of reactions in complex classical systems, not absolute rates. 

As we summarize below, the suspected reasons for this breakdown in methods for 

calculating reaction rates is the difficulty of locating chemical transition states in a 

protein's high dimensional configuration space, and the failure of classical reaction 

rate equations to predict the reaction rates once the transition states are found. This 

is widely understood to be a consequence of the inability of the classical Transition 

State Theory (TST) to distinguish forward and backward reacting trajectories at 

equilibrium which prevent giving more than an unconstrained upper bound to reaction 

rates rather than the rates themselves. 

The difference between the upper bound and the actual rate is partially mitigated 

in the use of Variational Transition State Theories (VTST), but it leaves a strong 

dependence on the coordinate system used to describe the reaction, and even with 

apparently good coordinates, the upper bound can still be orders of magnitude off 
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[9, 11]. 

One method proposed to help overcome these difficulties is Super Symmetric 

Molecular Dynamics (SuSyMD) [15, 14, 20]. A prescription for using SuSyMD to 

locate transition states was previously given by Mossa and Clementi[17], which was 

proposed to be able to locate both energetically and entropically dominated free en

ergy barriers for reactions. However, investigations into this method showed that it 

failed to reliably locate states relevant to transition state theory, and it is argued 

conclusively in Section 3.1.4 that such a method could not identify purely entropic 

barriers. 

In response, we have developed a new prescription for using SuSyMD presented in 

Section 3.1.3 which is capable of identifying both energetic and entropic free energy 

barriers, and demonstrate in terms of a new transition state theory (developed in 

Part 2), coupled with a generalized Kramer's escape rate formulation (Section 3.2) 

how it can be used identify the regions of configuration space which determine the 

reaction rate. As can be expected, this formulation of transition state theory still 

suffers from some of the same difficulties as classical TST; namely, the need to have 

detailed information about the configuration space energy surface and breakdowns 

of the quasi-equilibrium assumption. Fortunately, this is where the usefulness of 

SuSyMD becomes evident; it provides an automated means of enhancing the sampling 

of the regions of configuration space important to both our formulation of TST, and 

classical TST theories. Further testing is needed, but the initial theory and results 

show the combination of the two may be a powerful method for predicting reaction 

rates in complex chemical systems. 

This thesis is organized as follows: In this first part we will briefly review current 

transition state theory and methods for computing reaction rates with comments 

on the source of problems in each. In Part 2, we presnt our new transition state 

theory, termed "Xl separtix theory" , with applications in one-dimensional problems. 

In Part 3, we will present the new prescription for implementing and using SuSyMD, 
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describe the usefulness of SuSyMD for locating reaction barriers with application to 

two dimensional systems. 

1.1 Transition State Theory 

1.1.1 Classical Transition State Theory 

Transiton state theory (TST) was originally developed in the 1930s as a mecha

nistic explanation of the empirical Arrhenius law for the reaction constant, k = 

Ae-Ea / RT [22, 23]. Before classical TST, only the relative rates of reactions could 

be predicted due to the ambiguity of the Arrhenius factor A. In two body gas phase 

reactions, TST gave a mechanistic explanation for the Arrhenius factor and provided 

a means for accurate reaction rate prediction. 

Classical TST assumes there is a separatrix between reactant and product states 

formed by the hypersurface of configurations near, and orthogonal to the unstable 

direction of the highest potential energy saddle point along the reaction path, termed 

the "transition state." By virtue of being composed of states the highest potential 

energy saddle point of the reaction, it is intuitively clear that the these comprised 

states are the most difficult to reach by the motion of the reactants, and therefore 

represent limiting step in the reaction. The rate at which particles on the transition 

state separatrix leave in the direction of the products per unit time v, is estimated 

in TST as the average forward velocity of particles crossing the transition state at 

equilibrium, T = IF exp { - E / kT} V dO", where the integral is evaluated over the states 

on the separatrix F with velocity in the direction of the product states. The actual 

population on the separatrix is estimated as the population of a quantum harmonic 

oscillator at equilibrium, n, giving the number of particles leaving the reactant region 

in unit time as nT. Then, the forward reaction rate for a reactant population nA, 

should be d~l = -nT. Evaluating these integrals explicitly gives the form of the 

Arrhenius law with no unexplained terms. 

In reality, the rate at which the reactant population decreases will be less than 
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this this rate, due in part to quantum uncertainty, friction and collisions with the 

environment. For the purposes of this thesis, we are interested in classical effects 

of friction and collision alone. In the case of friction and thermal noise, we note 

that the forward velocity of reactants is not conserved, and is quickly randomized 

by the collisions. In the case of high friction, the velocity distribution is still the 

Boltzmann distribution, but a large fraction of the population can be knocked back 

to the reactant state, significantly reducing the rate at which trajectories effectively 

leave the reactant population. Complex energy surfaces can greatly magnify the 

opportunity for recrossing to the reactant state. 

1.1.2 Variational Transition State Theory 

For diffusion limited systems, saddle points in the energy surface will have little 

relation to the chemical reaction rate. For example, there are no energy barriers in 

the in Van der Waals gas potential, 

(( ro)12 (ro)6) Vvdw(r) = E -;:- - 2 -;:- . (1.1) 

However, there is a free energy barrier (Figure 1.1) and a reaction time. 

Similarly, in Go-like coarse grained protein model[4J, the energy is dominated by 

the non-local potential term 

(( )12 ()6) ro" ro" 
VGo = L E ~ - 28N (i,j) ~ 

. . r~J r~J 
~J 

(1.2) 

where the sum is over all the pairs of amino acid residues, and 8N (i,j) means the 

attractive component of the V dW potential is present only between native contact 

pairs. Residues which are not destined to be in contact in the folded state exclude 

each other like non-attractive VdW gas particles, creating an entropic barrier. The 

back bone bonds represent relatively minor contribution to the energy profile com

pared to the non-local component because they remain nearly relaxed throughout 

the folding process. Because of the minimum frustration principle, Go-models tend 
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Figure 1.1 : Van der Waals energy and free energy. Although there is no potential 
energy barrier, there is a free energy barrier. 

to give accurate characterization of dynamical protein folding behavior, despite the 

fact that the folding barrier is entirely entropic in these models. 

The recrossing of reactant trajectories issue with classical TST is mitigated by the 

method first applied by Keck in 1960[12] which lead to Variational Transition State 

Theory(VTST). In the variational approach, Keck made use of the fact that , because 

the equilibrium flux through any separatrix dividing reactants and products gives an 

upper bound to the reaction rate, locating the dividing surface of least equilibrim flux 

will give the least TST upper bound to the reaction rate. Due to the assumption of 

thermodynamic equilibrium, the velocity distribution will be a Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution independent of the coordinate, and the surface of least flux becomes the 

surface of least spatial population density; or equivalently, the surface of minimal 

free energy along the reaction path. Keck gave particular examples by applying his 

technique to recombination reactions of gases which had small energy barriers and 
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more significant free energy barriers[12]. 

In complex reactions, this generalization of transition state theory has resulted in 

free energy saddle points being a focal point of investigation in complex reactions. 

However, as we will presently demonstrate, the search for saddle points in free energy 

is a difficult and ambiguous goal because the quantification of free energy depends on 

the collective coordinate used. 

Given a full coordinate space (Xl, ... , xn) describing the configurations of a chemical 

system, we may define "collective" coordinates (Zl' ... , zm) for m < n, where each 

collective coordinate vector z corresponds to an n - m dimensional volume of the 

full coordinate space. For example, we may map a two dimensional coordinate space 

x = (Xl, X2), to the projection on a cartesian axis z(x) = Xl. 

Given collective coordinates, the free energy is 

G(Z) = -kTln r exp{-E(x)/kT} dnx, 
}z(x)=z 

(1.3) 

where the integral is taken over all X corresponding to the collective coordinate z. The 

appearance of free energy profile in Z depends entirely on the collective coordinate 

used. For instance, in a full configuration space, (Zi = Xi), the free energy is simply 

the energy, and saddle points in this free energy surface are just the saddle points of 

the energy surface. 

A clear example for the effect of collective coordinate choice is given by the purely 

entropic barrier in two dimensions (Figure 1.2). Taking either of the two cartesian 

coordinates as collective variables leads to two radically different perspectives of the 

free energy profile (figures 1.3 and 1.4), one in which the relevant reaction barrier is 

a free energy minimum! 

More extreme scenarios can be described, but the general conclusion is that any 

perturbation of the "ideal reaction coordinate" will lead to errors in the reaction 

rate. Complex reactions involving many degrees of freedom leave an arbitrarily large 

window for error in the perturbation of the ideal coordinate, leading to significant 

error. 
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Figure 1.2 : An entropic barrier energy profile. The system is characterized by a 
region of zero forces surrounded by perfect reflecting walls. 
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Figure 1.3 : The entropic barrier free energy profile along the collective coordinate x, 
F(x) = -In J exp {-E(x, y)} dy. The reaction barrier is at x = o. 
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Figure 1.4 : The entropic barrier free energy profile along the collective coordinate y , 
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1.1.3 p-fold Transition State 

In the previous section, we noted that ideal reaction coordinates are necessary to give 

meaning to free energy profiles. In protein systems, the distortion of bad coordinates 

has led to suspicion of empirical folding coordinates and adoption by many of the 

dynamical coordinate p, and its accompanied transition state, the isocommitor surface 

[6, 7]. 

The p-fold coordinate is an intuitive measure of the kinetic distance of protein con

figurations from the folded and unfolded state. The basic idea is to perform multiple 

simulations starting from particular configurations and compute the relative proba

bility p, of the protein reaching the folded state before the unfolded state. Clearly, 

p takes on a value of 1 near the folded state, and 0 near the unfolded state. The 

ensemble of configurations corresponding to p = 0.5 form the isocommitor surface, 

considered by many to be the relevant transition state for complex reactions. 

While this coordinate indeed gives an intuitive measure of protein behavior and is 

considered by some researchers to be an "ideal coordinate by design," the direct con

nection to physical observables is not clear. There is no explicit relation between this 

transition state and reaction rates and "it is difficult to use it [P-fold] to characterize 

the system in a physically transparent manner." [6]. In comparison, even though em

pirical coordinates are suspect, they are directly related to physical observables, and 

there is contention that properly chosen structural empirical coordinates are adequate 

for free energy profiles in proteins [3]. 

Moreover, it is well noted that the isocommittor surface is practially impossible to 

measure experimentally [6, 3, 5]; it would involve repeatedly forcing a protein into, or 

finding a protein already in a specific highly improbable configuration; and tracking 

the individual protein to determine if it folds or unfolds first. Experimental methods 

for proteins have not yet reached this level of sophistication. 
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1.2 Fokker-Planck and Kramer's Equation 

As we mentioned in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1. 2 a significant source of error in transition 

state theories is the neglect of transition state recrossings caused by friction. In 

1940, Kramer gave an important supplement to TST by deriving the escape rate 

from a metastable state (the reactants) in diffusion systems, giving a correction to 

the forward reaction rate in TST compensating for friction[13]. 

In the following, we discuss the Kramer's equation (providing a basis for the Super 

Symmetric Kramer's Equation in Section 3.1) and give the derivation for the Kramer's 

escape rate in one dimensional systems. The motivation for discussing the escape rate 

in depth is two-fold: it will be used to verify the Xl transition state theory in one

dimensional examples in Section 2.2; and it will be used to explain the usefulness of 

Super Symmetric Molecular Dynamics in Section 3.2. 

1.2.1 Kramer's Equation 

It is well known that the dyanmics of a classical mechanical system can be described 

by the Hamilton equations of motion. Given the energy of the system in terms of the 

configuration coordinate q and the generalized momentum p, we write the energy of 

the system as 1t(q,p), and describe the time evolution of the classical state (q,p) by 

8q 81t 
-=-=p 
8t 8p 

(1.4) 

8p 81t 
8t = - 8q' (1.5) 

In this thesis, we assume the configuration energy is conservative so that g;~ = O. 

In principle, a complete classical system consisting of solvent and reactant particles 

could be integrated at once. However, in the thermodynamic limit, when the solvent 

is not a direct participant in the reaction, the solvent motion averages out and can be 

treated as a stochastic perturbation of the Hamilton equations. Then we can express 

the time dependence of the reactant alone using the Langevin equation at constant 
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temperature T 

aq 
at =p (1.6) 

ap a'J-l ;;v::;:c: 
at = - aq - ,p + v 2T,T/(t) , 

where, is the friction coefficient for the viscosity of the solvent, and T/(t) is a stochastic 

function with a standard normal distribution describing the random collisions with 

the solvent. The coefficient, y!2T" on the stochastic component ofthe force is related 

to the fluctuation dissipation theorem, and ensures that the rate at which energy is 

removed from the system due to friction is compensated on average by the stochastic 

impulses so that a thermodynamic ensemble of such systems would evolve towards 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with temperature T*. 

In protein systems where quantum effects can be neglected, integration of the 

Langevin equation gives accurate simulation of protein dynamics, and is the basis 

for many Molecular Dynamics(MD) techniques. In the MD simulations performed 

for this thesis, the Langevin equation for the relevant systems was integrated using a 

quasisymplectic integrator described by Manella[16]. 

By making use of the principles of Brownian motion (Langevin dynamics), Kramer 

integrated an ensemble of the trajectories for a differential increment of time giving the 

time evolution of the phase space density associated with a thermodynamic ensemble 

of Langevin trajectories. 

We write Kramer's equation as 

(1. 7) 

where the Kramer's operator is 

(1.8) 

*In the following we are using a temperature scale kbT = 1. 
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This is the form of a divergence (( a~i' a~i)) of the the position and velocity cur

rents, 

a1t 
Jqi = -a 7j;, 

Pi 

( a a1t a1t) 
Jpi = - "IT -a + "I-a + -a 7j;. 

Pi Pi qi 

1.2.2 Fokker-Planck Equation 

(1.9) 

In the moderate to high friction limit, where the timescale 1/"1 is much smaller than 

relevant motions, the dependence of Kramer's equation on the generalized velocity 

can be neglected, yielding the simpler and theoretically more amenable Fokker-Planck 

equation. This was the equation Kramer used to determine the escape rate of particles 

from a metastable state. Fortunately, the approximations inherent in the Fokker

Planck equation are also the approximations generally considered representative for 

protein systems. 

Dividing the force equation in Equation 1.6 by the friction constant "I, we obtain 

lap 1aH 1fT -- = --- - p + -fJ(t) 
"I at "I aq "I 

(1.10) 

In the high friction limit this is approximately zero, and we may effectively equate 

1aH 1fT p ~ --- + -fJ(t) 
"I aq "I 

(1.11) 

Giving a time evolution for the configuration coordinate 

aq 1aH 1fT - = --- + -fJ(t), 
at "I aq "I 

(1.12) 

independent of p. 

Integration of the ensemble of trajectories as was done for Kramer's equation gives 

ap = ~ (T ~ + ~ aH) p 
at aq "I aq "I aq . 

(1.13) 
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Rescaling the time to units of inverse friction, t ---> t/"'(, gives the simplified form 

ap 
- = -HFPP at 

where the Fokker-Planck operator is 

a (a aH) 
H FP = aq T aq + aq . 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

Equation 1.14 can be seen as a continuity relation for the probability distribution P 

and current 

(1.16) 

1.2.3 Eigenfunctions and boundary conditions 

The technique of separation of variables shows that the time dependent population 

densities for the Kramer's and Fokker-Planck equations may be written in terms of 

sum of the associated operator eigenvalues as 

(1.17) 

for expansion coefficients Ci, eigenfunctions 'l/Ji and eigenvalues .\. From Equation 

1.17 we can see clearly that the associated eigenfunctions represent particular dis

placements of the population from equilibrium which uniformly relax to equilibrium 

at the rate Ai. 

The Fokker-Planck and Kramer's operators are not Hermitian, so their eigenfunc

tions are not orthogonal, but are rather bi-orthogonal to their conjugate pairs: 

J eE {3'l/Ji'l/Jj dx = bij , (1.18) 

In the Fokker-Planck case, the conjugate pairs are eE (x){3'l/Ji(X); where E(x) is the 

energy of configuration x. Using this, we can obtain the expansion coefficients for an 

initial population distribution P(x,O) by integrating 

(1.19) 
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over the configuration space. 

For the purpose of this thesis, we assume two possiblities for the chemical systems 

under consideration. The first possibility is that the system is simply closed so that 

that the energy E(x) -+ 00 and the population current density J(x) -+ 0 as x -+ 00. 

The consequence of the these boundary conditions is there are no eigenfunctions with 

eigenvalue Ai < 0, and the only eigenfunction with Ai = 0 is the Boltzmann population 

distribution, 'l/Jo = eE (3. In the case of closed systems, eigenfunctions with eigenvalue 

Ai =I 0 always satisfy J 'l/Ji dV = 0, so that the total population is time independent. 

N = J P(x, t) dV <X J e-E (x)(3 dV (1.20) 

In order to model real systems, there is also, implicitly, the constraint on the expansion 

coefficients Ci so that 

(1.21) 

The second possibility for the boundary conditions we consider is that the system 

is closed at infinity, and that there is a local absorbing surface where P(x) = 0, but 

J(x) =I O. In these cases, the Boltzmann population distribution does not satisfy 

the absorbing boundary conditions and the eigenfunction with Ai = 0 is the null 

function 'l/Jo(x) = o. Physically, this means that in the limit of infinite time all of the 

trajectories eventually cross the absorbing surface 

As diffusion equations, both the Kramer's and Fokker-Planck equation resemble 

the Schrodinger equation 

(1.22) 

Whereas the eigenvalues associated with the Hamiltonian operator in the Schrodinger 

give the energies of the respective stationary states, the eigenvalues associated with 

the Kramer's and Fokker-Planck diffusion operators give the timescale for the relax

ation of metastable states. 
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1.2.4 Kramer's Escape Rate 

We follow a derivation similar to Kramer in the moderate to high friction cases similar 

to Risken's presentation[19]. 

In a chemical reaction A --+ B, the population of reactants and products cor

respond to distinct domains of the configuration space. The population of reac

tants at a given time is then the integral over the reactant configuration space 

nA(t) = fA P(x, t) dV. A similar definition applies to the number of products nE = 

fE P(x, t) dV. The Fokker-Planck equation can be reduced to a one-dimensional dif

fusion equation along the reaction coordinate in terms of the Potential of Mean Force 

and a coordinate dependent diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient itself can 

be made independent of the coordinate by appropriate transformation of of variables. 

We generalize the escape rate formula in a diffusion coefficient independent way in 

Section 3.2, but for now simply assume the diffusion coefficient is contant. The one 

variable system is 

ap = ~ (~ + aE) P at ax ax ax . (1.23) 

Writing the inverse temperature as f3 = liT, we can write the Fokker-Planck current, 

Equation 1.16, for this one dimensional system as 

(1.24) 

To derive Kramer's escape rate, we asuume a one-way reaction corresponding to 

the potential of the kind depicted in Figure 1.5. We assume the time scale for escape 

is great enough that reactants within the well are distributed approximately as they 

would be in thermodynamic equilibrium, or quasi-equilibrium. Then the population 

can be described approximately by, P(X, t) = P(Xmin, t)e-CECx )-ECXmin»f3, and the 

flux crossing the barrier between Xmin and A will be nearly constant in space. The 

violation of these conditions is biggest source of error, as we will investigate in Section 

2.2. Multiplying the constant current, Equation 1.24, by eEf3 and integrating between 
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Figure 1.5 : Energy profile considered in Kramer's escape formula. 
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Xmin and A gives 

S lA. eE (x)(3 dX = T [eE (X2)(3 P(X2, t) - eE (A)(3 P(A, t)] 
Xmm 

(1.25) 

Because the particles escape at A, we may assume P(A, t) = 0, so the constant current 

is 
TeE (Xmin)(3 P(X . t) s= mm, 

fA. eE (x)(3 dx 
Xmm 

(1.26) 

The flux may also be written as the rate at which particles escape the well, A, times 

the estimation of the total population in the well, S = AP, where 

ln ln P = P(x, t) dx ~ P(Xmin, t)eE (Xmin)(3 e-E (x)(3 dx. 
Xl Xl 

(1.27) 

Giving the inverse escape rate, 

(1.28) 

For smooth free energy functions, we can expand to second order at the top of the 

barrier, and the rate reduces to the classical TST rate with a friction dependent 

correction. 

Many researchers have worked to increase the accuracy of this kind of general 

formula by increasing the accuracy of approximations based on local energetic in

formation in general cases[18, 8]. However, while local energetic information may 

be sufficiently accurate in simple chemical systems, they can not be more accurate 

than the full integral calculation, which breaks down by itself for complex energetic 

surfaces. 

Furthermore, Kramer's escape formula depends on the cancelation of the time 

dependent dependent population P(Xmin, t) in Equation 1.28. This cancellation can 

only occur if the boundary of the volume of configuration space where the current 

is approximately constant is entirely enclosed in the volume of configuration space 

where the population is approximately a Boltzmann distribution, and vice-versa. In 

complex reactions, this assumption can not always be met. 



Chapter 2 

Xl Separatrix Theory 

By studying the Fokker-Planck equation in quasi-equilibrium, we are able to give 

a mathematically precise definition for a transition state, termed the Xl separatrix, 

for chemical systems where the assumptions inherent in the Fokker-Planck equation 

(Equation 1.14) are appropriate. The Xl separatrix has the properties of being coor

dinate independent, and directly relatable to reaction rates and physical observables. 

The intimate connection between the Xl separatrix and reaction rates is derived 

from the fact that accurate calculation of the escape rate to this separatrix gives the 

relaxation time for the reaction regardless of the complexity of the reaction. The 

connection between escape rates and relaxation times has been noted many times 

before in Mean First Passage Time approaches [18, 8, 2]. However, previous studies 

have focused on accurate escape rates over barriers, and did not note that choosing 

a particular generalized transition state connected to the global relaxation rate. 

In this part, we define the Xl separatrix in Section 2.1 and compare it to the 

other transition states summarized in Part 1. In Section 2.2 the Kramer's escape rate 

formula from 1.2.4 is applied to calculate relaxation rates, and particular attention 

is given to the cases where Kramer's escape formula breaks down in reactions with 

intermediate minima. 
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2.1 Definition of Xl separatrix 

To define the Xl separatrix, we suppose that the reactant and product configuration 

ensembles are the longest lived metastable states on the timescale of observation*. In 

Section 2.1.1, we show the assumption of reactants and products being the longest 

lived metastable state is equivalent to assuming that the time dependent decay of 

reactants can be written as a single exponential as in a reaction rate equation. 

Under this condition, the Xl separatrix is the hypersurface described by the root of 

the first non-zero eigenfunction of the Fokker-Planck equation for the chemical system. 

In complex reactions where there are intermediates long lived on the timescale of the 

reaction, we can define additional X2 separatices, but for brevity we neglect these 

considerations since they do not affect the properties of the Xl separatrix. 

2.1.1 Relation of Xl Separatrix to Reaction Rates 

Forward and backward reaction rate constants can be related to Xl separatrix by 

writing the rates in terms of the Fokker-Planck equation. We write the rate at which 

which reactants are becoming products by VF; and the rate at which products are 

becoming reactants by VR. These rates are related to the number of reactants and 

products, nA and nB respectively, by the reaction rate constants, kF and kR by the 

relation 

(2.1) 

The explicit value for the rate constants depend on the choice of the transition state 

separatrix due to the fact that the separatrix defines the reactant and product con

figuration volumes. However, the rate constants can be eliminated in favor of the 

*In reality, it is inescapable that there will always be longer lived metastable states. We can 

really only assume that the timescale required to obtain a non-neglible population of states which 

are neither reactant or product is much longer than the time required for the reactant and product 

populations to relax to mutual equilibrium. 
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"relaxation rate" , independent of the definition of the separatrix. To do this, we note 

that the time dependent concentrations obey 

dnA dt = kRnB - kFnA, (2.2) 

dnB dnA ----
dt dt 

(2.3) 

Representing the equilibrium number of particles by nA=, and assuming an initial 

concentration nAO = nA= + C, and a relaxation rate A, it's easy to verify that nA = 

nA= + Ce->"t, and nB = nB= - Ce->..t satisfy the above differential equations as long 

as 

AnB= kF =----
nA= + nB= 

AnA-
and kR = -

nA= + nB= 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Now, the relaxation rate can be related directly to the Xl separatrix, giving its 

relation to the forward and backward rate constants. 

As we noted in Section 1.2.3, the time dependent solutions to the Fokker-Planck 

equation can be written in terms of its eigenfunctions as 

(2.6) 

where 'l/Jo is the Boltzmann distribution. For the present discussion we assume that the 

reactant and product populations are the longest are associated with the longest lived 

metastable states. Then, after a time t > 1/ A2, the population can be represented 

effectively by 

(2.7) 

In other words, the Fokker-Planck solution behaves exactly as the equilibrating den

sities with the relaxation rate A = Al (which implies that the reaction rate equations 

are equivalent to the assumption of quasi-equilibrium in the Fokker-Planck diffusion). 

Therefore, calculating this value would allow us to determine the reaction rates at 

any separatrix. 
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To give a direct method for calculating the relaxation rate, we may consider the 

Fokker-Planck equation with an absorbing surface at the Xl separatrix. In other 

words, we look for solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation, HFP'l/! = A'l/!, constrained 

to the domain contained within the volume surrounded by 'l/!1(X), with the boundary 

condition 'l/!(x) = 0 when 'l/!1(X) = O. Effectively, this condition is equivalent to 

removing trajectories when they cross the separatrix (Le., removing products as they 

form). 

The boundary condition prevents the Boltzmann equilibrium from being a solu

tion, and leads to the zero-eigenvalue solution being the null function. In other words, 

in the infinite time limit, the number of particles goes to zero because they all even

tually cross the separatrix. Additionally, we see that 'l/!l (x) restricted to this domain 

is trivially a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation with the absorbing boundary; 

and since it has no roots within this domain, it is the lowest non-zero eigenfunction. 

Then, after a time t > 1/ A2, approaching quasi-equilibrium in this system, the total 

number of particles at any time is nA = J CI'l/!I(x)e-A1t dV, and the rate at which 

particles escape the system satisfies 

(2.8) 

Note that if the bounding separatrix were changed, 'l/!l would no longer be the lowest 

non-zero eigenfunction, and in the escape rate would be different. Thus, in order to 

calculate the relaxation rate exactly, as opposed to bounding them, the separatrix 

where 'l/!l (x) = 0 must be used. 

Equivalently, we could consider the original system in quasi-equilibrium, and ob

serve the net flux through the separatrix. Using the Fokker-Planck current operator 



J = -x·(T-E- + aE). 
~ aXi aXi 

J J P(x, t) . dO" = r HFPP(x, t) dV 
11/11<0 

= r : P(x, t) dV IIPI <0 t 

=! r P(x, t) dV 
J"I/11<0 

anA 

where nA = J"I/11<0 P(x, t) dV by definition for this separatrix. 

2.1.2 Properites of Xl Separatrix 

Steady State Approximation and Experimental Observability 
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(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The transition state is characterized by a stationary population distribution in quasi

equilibrium. This is related to the steady-state assumption in chemical theory, where 

the population of "transition state" is considered to be constant in time. This as

sumption is sometimes considered an approximation and that in reality population of 

the transition state decays to equilibrium much faster than the reactants and prod

ucts. In quasi-equilibrium, where the total population of reactants and products have 

relaxed to near equilibrium, the difference from the equilibrium population becomes 

neglible. 

Writing the solution to the Fokker-Planck equation in terms of the two lowest 

non-vanishing eigenvalues: 

(2.13) 

Starting from any initial condition, after waiting a time t » 1/)..2, the population at 

the Xl separatrix is 

(2.14) 
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That is, the population at the Xl separatrix agrees with the equilibrium population 

on the order of e-x , for x » 1. 

It is plausible that this property of the separatrix could be observed experimen

tally: if some property distinguishing configurations of Xl can be identified (e.g., by 

the distance between two particular amino acids), then observation of the time inde

pendence of the population in a chemical reaction out of equilibrium would confirm its 

location in the configuration space. Alternatively, if the configurations corresponding 

to a stationary density were observed experimentally first, then this knowledge could 

be used in computational studies without requiring the separatrix to be found by 

simulation first. 

Surface of Minimum Recrossing 

The Xl separatrix also possesses the property of being the surface of minimum re

crossing in a chemical reaction. The immediate consequence of this property is that 

the quasi-equilibrium flux through this surface is the same regardless of whether tra

jectories are removed immediately upon crossing it, as we used in Section 2.1.1. 

This property is nominally similar to the property of the Varitional Transition 

State Theory (VTST) transition state. However, the VTST transtion state is the 

surface of locally minimum recrossing, whereas the Xl separatrix is the surface of 

globally minimum rerossing. Even though the transition state separatrix by defini

tion divides the reactants and products, the locally minimum recrossing assumption 

requires additional putative, but undefined surfaces enclosing the reactant and prod

uct densities as depicted in Figure 2.1. Without the additional reactant and product 

surfaces, it would not be possible for a forward reacting trajectory to recross the 

transition state, since by definition it has reacted upon the first crossing. With the 

assumption that the product surface exists somewhere beyond the VTST transition 

state, it becomes possible to say that the "true" reactive flux is less than the flux 

through the VTST transition state. 
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Figure 2.1 : The Variational Transition State Theory (VTST) separatrix is the locally 
minimum recrossing surface. The "local" assumption requires the existence of addi
tional putative, but undefined surfaces enclosing the reactant and product densities. 
These additional surfaces introduce the possibility for a reactant trajectory to recross 
the transition state on the way to product states before finally reacting. 
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Figure 2.2 : Recrossing of the Xl separatrix. The Xl separatrix is the surface of min
imum recrossing without definining additional ersatz reactant and product surfaces. 

The Xl separatrix is the surface of minimum recrossing under the assumption 

that there is a constant flux of trajectories toward the product states, and that any 

crossing of the surface from the product side is a recrossing as depicted in Figure 2.2. 

To demonstrate this property, we assume there is a constant non-equilibrium flow 

of reacting trajectories toward the separatrix; and by this assumption any reverse 

flux would partially cancel the one way reacting flux, reducing the net flux. For 

instance, the continuous circulation of trajectories in the reactant well would gives a 

near complete annihilation of the net flux through any surface in that region. 

As such, we can identify the minimum recrossing surface by finding the surface 

of maximum net flux in quasi-equilibrim (as in Equation 2.7, P(x, t) ~ 'ljJo(x) + 

cle- A1t'ljJI(X)). We index all possible surfaces by X, and denote their respective surfaces 
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by OX and the enclosed volumes by loxl. Then the surface of maximal net flux is: 

maxargx r J(x). dO" = maxargx r V. J(x) dV 
l8x ll8xl 

(2.15) 

= maxargx r °o~ dV = maxargx r CI'l/h(X) oe-At dV 
ll8xl ll8xl 8t 

(2.16) 

The expansion coefficient and are independent of X and do not affect the maximiation 

= maxargx r '1/h(x) dV 
ll8xl 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Now, we can partition the subvolumes into loxl+ = {xix E loxl and 7/JI(X) > O} and 

loxl_ = {xix E loxi and 7/JI(X) < O}. And note that 

r 7/JI(X) dV = r 7/JI(X) dV + r 7/JI(X) dV 
J I8xl J18xl+ J18xl_ 

:::; r 7/JI ( x ) d V:::; r 7/JI (x) d V 
J18xl+ Jv+ 

where the volume V+ = {xl7/JI(x) > O}. Hence, the dividing surface, 

maxargx f8x J(x) . dO" is the surface where 7/JI(X) = 0, the Xl separatrix. 

Comparison to p-fold 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

As with the transition state of Variational Transition State Theory, the Xl separatrix 

also bears a resemblance to the isocommitor transition state of the p-fold coordi

nate (described in Section 1.1.3), due to the time indepedent probability density at 

quasi-equilibrium. Because the isocommitor surface has equal probability of going to 

the reactant or product, and the time independent population of the Xl separatrix 

is maintained by equal flux from the reactant and product, cursory might suspect 

they are the same surface. However this is not the case, as we will demonstrate by 

considering transtion rates. 

We write write the probability, for a configuration in state Xi at time tl to be 

found in state Xj at time t2 as T(Xi' Xj; t I , t2)' We are interested in a time-independent 
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property, so we neglect writing tl and t2 explicitly, and write simply T(Xi' Xj)' The 

stationary density condition implies that for any Xl on the Xl separatrix, 

because we assume 'l.j;l (Xl) = 0, this simplifies to 

(2.21) 

The condition of detailed balance (which is elaborated in Section 3.1.4) tells us 

(2.22) 

Subsitution of the detailed balance condition into 2.21 eliminates 'l.j;o , giving 

(2.23) 

We can partition the integral in Equation 2.23 into regions over the reactant states 

R, defined by the regions where 'l.j;1(X) > 0, and product states P where 'l.j;1(X) < 0, 

giving 

L T(x, Xl) l'I.j;I(X) I dx = L T(x, Xl) l'I.j;I(X) I dx. (2.24) 

Equation 2.24 gives a requisite condition for Xl to be on the Xl separatrix. 

We may give a similar requisite for a point Xl to be on the isocommitor surface. 

When working with p-fold rates, one usually defines reactant and product surfaces, 8R 

and 8P respectively, depending on intuition about the reactant and product states. 

The isocommitor surface is then defined by the points for which the transition rate to 

the enclosed reactant volume R is equal to the transition rate to the enclosed product 

volume P: 

(2.25) 

While markedly similar, equations 2.24 and 2.25 are not in general the same, due to 

the fact that Equation 2.24 implicitly considers the global behavior of the reaction 

by way of the distribution of 'l.j;l in space. 
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2.2 Kramer's escape rate in the context of Xl separatrix the

ory 

As shown in Section 2.1.1, the problem of calculating the relaxation time for a chem

ical reaction can be reduced to the problem of finding the escape rate from either the 

reactant or product states to the Xl separatrix. The relation between escape rates and 

relaxation time has been recognized before, however previous authors have focused, 

as Kramer did, on giving approximations for the escape rate in the case of a single 

dominant barrier and did not point out the significance of the Xl separatrix, namely 

that it is the only surface for which the escape time gives the relaxation time for the 

complete reaction, as opposed to the relaxation time for the nearest barrier. And few 

differentiate between the relaxation rate and the forward reaction rate in a one-way 

reaction. Without considering the escape rate to the Xl separatrix explicitly, calcula

tion of the escape rate in one direction can only be used as a dynamical correction to 

the approximation for the forward reaction of classical TST. Furthermore, the escape 

rate problem for diffusion systems is well studied in simple systems[8]. However, 

In Part 3, we present Super Symmetric Molecular Dynamics as a tool for auto

matically enhancing the collection of the additional information needed to perform 

an accurate escape rate calculation. 

We developed the Kramer's escape formula in Section 1.2.4, and observed that 

it was accurate only as long as the surface of the configuration volume of constant 

flux enclosed the surface configuration volume of quasi-equilibrium. The validity of 

this assumption is explored numerically in specific one-dimensional systems in Section 

2.2.1. 

The results show that in cases where either the reactant or product configuration 

space can be characterized by a single dominant barrier, the relaxation time for the 

entire reaction may be computed accurately. 
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2.2.1 Application of Escape Rate to One-Dimensional Systems 

Method for computing Xl separatrix in one-dimension 

In order to solve for the Xl separatrix numerically, we must find the root of the 

eigenfunction of the first non-vanishing eigenvalue. We solved for the eigenfunction by 

computing the eigenvectors of a matrix approximation for the Fokker-Planck operator, 

(Equation 1.15) 

8 (8 8H) 
H FP = 8q T 8q + 8q . (2.26) 

The basis for the eigenvector space was chosen as dense set of Gaussians. Given 

a function j(x) and a set of Gaussians centered at /ll, ... , /In, 

there exist interpolation coefficients, CI, ... , Cn such that 

j(x) ~ L cjG (O:j, /lj; x) . 
j 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

The equality is exact at the Gaussian centers if coefficients are obtained from the 

linear system 

(2.29) 
j 

With the number of unknowns equal to the number of equations, there is always a 

single solution. For a given continuous operator 6 acting on the function space, there 

exists a matrix 0 such that 

Writing G (O:j, /lj; x) as Gj(x) and expanding j, we see 0 must satisfy 

{Of}(x) '" ~ Ci{OGj}(X) ~ ~ (~OjkCk) G (ai' I"P) 

= LCj LOkjG(O:j,/lj;x) . 
j k 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 
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So the components of ° can be determined by solving the tensor system 

{OGj}(lLi) = 'L0jkG(Cik,lLk;lLi). (2.33) 
k 

Computation of the eigenvectors of the matrix for the Fokker-Planck operator gives 

interpolation coefficients for the associated eigenfunctions, allowing us to find the Xl 

separatrix at the root of 7/Jl' 

Measuring Breakdown In Kramer's Escape Assumptions 

In Section 1.2.4, we observed the important assumption to the Kramer's escape for

mula was that there existed a point in the reactant region, Xmin, relative to which the 

quasi-equilibrium population inside Xl < X < X2 could be described as a Boltzman 

distribution; and the particle flux from Xmin to the escape point A was constant. 

We can quantify these assumptions in the following way. Given the quasi-equilibrium 

distribution in with absobring boundary conditions situation as being proportional to 

the eigenfunction with the least non-vanishing eigenvalue, P(x, t) = cl7/Jl(x)e-A1t , we 

can compare the locally normalized (normalized within the well) quasi-equilibrium 

distribution to the locally normalized Boltzman distribution as: 

{ -Ef3} _ No (l7/Jl(X) I e-E(3 ) Err 7/Jl ex: e (x) - e-E(x)f3 ~ - No ' (2.34) 

where No = Jxx12 e-E (x)f3 dx and Nl = J~2 7/Jl(X) dx. 

The break down in the constant flux condition can be quantified as 

(2.35) 

where J l is the current of 7/Jl (Equation 1.16), 

(2.36) 

We may give an intuitive measure the mutual breakdown by 

dJ 
{Breakdown}(x) = Err{ dx = O}(x) + IErr{7/Jl ex: e-Ef3 }(x) I (2.37) 
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These measures are used to study the breakdown of Kramer's assumptions in nu

merical solutions in sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.1. In particular, we find that Kramer's 

escape rate formula gives the most accurate results when Xmin is chosen near the 

point of least mutual breakdown, and reasonable results are obtained as long as Xmin 

is chosen near the reactant minima. 

Calculation of Kramer's Escape Rate AK(X) 

In most cases where Kramer's escape formula is used, it is assumed that the flux is 

over a symmetric barrier, allowing 1. 28 to be approximated in terms of the curvature 

at the top of the barrier. However, the presence of an energy peak between Xmin and 

A is not strictly necessary. In particular, we note that the necessary conditions are 

always approximated near the Xl separatrix, even though the Xl separatrix is not 

necessariy on the opposite side of a barrier. Furthermore, its important to note that 

in general, the approximations to Kramer's escape rate will necessarily be strictly less 

accurate than the full integral calculation of Equation 1.28. 

In sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.1, we make use of the full integral approximation to 

study the accuracy of Kramer's integral for determining relaxtion rates using the Xl 

separatrix. 

In these applications the choice for Xl and X2 are chosen based on an intuitive 

choices with minimal assumptions. For the escape from the left wells, we choose Xl 

to be -00, and X2 to be either the highest barrier, or the Xl separatrix, which ever 

is closer. Similarly, for the escape from the right well, we choose X2 at 00, and Xl as 

the greater of the Xl separatrix and the highest barrier. 

After choosing fixed Xl and X2, we calculate the Kramer's rate for different choices 

of Xmin, to assess the accuracy of the resulting rate compared to the breakdown 

of Kramer's assumptions described in the previous section, 2.2.1. This defines the 
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Kramer's rate for a given x from 1.28: 

(2.38) 

External Barrier 

In the following one dimensional systems, we use a common external barrier to create 

a closed system: 

B(x) = kx2 (1 - exp {-ax2 }) (2.39) 

With a width a = Ie - 4 and strength k = 1.0, kT. This creates an energy profile 

which is neglible inside the region -10. < x < 10. where we will vary the energy in 

each example, and rises smoothly to infinity as x -+ ±oo. The energy of this barrier 

alone is depicted in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 : Energy of the external Barrier Applied to One Dimensional Problems in 
sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.1. 
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Symmetric Single Barrier System 

The simplest example for a one-dimensional system is the case of symmetric reactant 

and product energy profiles. We create an internal barrier 

(2.40) 

with strength kl = 10., kT and width al = Ie - 2. The composite system of the 

external barrier and symmetric internal barrier V(x) = B(x) + U1(x) is depicted in 

Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 : The energy of the symmetric barrier potential V(x) = B(x) + U1(x), 
(B(x) is given in Equation 2.39 and U1(x) in Equation 2.40) 
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Figure 2.5 : The eigenfunction for the smallest non-vanishing eigenvalue, 7/JI, for 
the depicted energy profile; its associated current J , and the quantification of the 
breakdown in Kramer's assumptions as described in Section 2.2.1. The energy profile 
is provided for reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and 
static current breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical 
lines. 
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Figure 2.6 : The log of the reaction rates calculated by the escape Kramer's integral 
(Equation 1.28) for the depicted energy profile. The energy profile is provided for 
reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and static current 
breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical lines. The 
log of the reaction relaxation rate is indicated by a horizontal line. 

Figure 2.7 : Symmetric Barrier Rates 
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Asymmetric Single B arrier System 

In one-way, reactions, either the energy of the reactants or products are lower. We 

can give a simple example of such a potential by using an internal barrier of the form 

(2.41 ) 

with strength kl = 10., kT, width al = Ie - 2, and center at and /-l2 = 4.0. The 

composite system of the external barrier and symmetric internal barrier 1I2(x) = 

B(x) + U2 (x) is depicted in Figure 2.8. 

We note the interesting property that the reaction rate can be calculated from the 

left well without crossing the barrier. 
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Figure 2.8 : The energy of the asymmetric barrier potential V2 (x) = B(x) + U2 (x), 
(B(x) is given in Equation 2.39 and U2(x) in Equation 2.41) 
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Figure 2.9 : The eigenfunction for the smallest non-vanishing eigenvalue, 7/JI, for 
the depicted energy profile; its associated current J, and the quantification of the 
breakdown in Kramer's assumptions as described in Section 2.2.1. The energy profile 
is provided for reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and 
static current breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical 
lines. 
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Figure 2.10 : The log of the reaction rates calculated by the escape Kramer 's integral 
(Equation 1.28) for the depicted energy profile. The energy profile is provided for 
reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and static current 
breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical lines. The 
log of the reaction relaxation rate is indicated by a horizontal line. 
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System With Intermediate 

In complicated reactions, there will be intermediate local minima between reactants 

and products. A simple example can be given by using a double internal barrier of 

the form 

(2.42) 

with strengths k3 = 5., kT, k4 = 5., kT, width a3 = 5e- 2, and centers at and /-l3 = 5.0 

and /-l4 = 4.0. The composite system of the external barrier and symmetric internal 

barrier V3 (x) = B(x) + U3 (x) is depicted in Figure 2.11. 

In this example, we note a particular departure from the usual perspective taken in 

reaction rate approaches. Typical methods would prescribe application of Variational 

Transition State theory to the largest barrier along the reaction path at /-l3 = 5.0, 

considering this an overestimate of the reaction rate due to recrossings caused by the 

local intermediate. In contrast, Xl separatrix theory shows the reaction rate can be 

calculated by considering either the barrier at /-l3 or /-l4 alone. 

As in 2.2.1, the reaction rate can be calculated without crossing the largest barrier 

at /-l3' Figure 2.13 shows underestimate of the relaxation rate from the left due to 

inclusion of the population at the intermediate minima. 
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Figure 2.11 : The energy of the barrier potential with intermediate minima, V3(x) = 

B(x) + U3 (x), (B(x) is given in Equation 2.39 and U3 (x) in Equation 2.42) 
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Figure 2.12 : The eigenfunction for the smallest non-vanishing eigenvalue, 'l/JI , for 
the depicted energy profile; its associated current J, and the quantification of the 
breakdown in Kramer's assumptions as described in Section 2.2.1. The energy profile 
is provided for reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and 
static current breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical 
lines. 
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Figure 2.13 : The log of the reaction rates calculated by the escape Kramer's integral 
(Equation 1.28) for the depicted energy profile. The energy profile is provided for 
reference and is not to scale. The minimum mutual population and static current 
breakdowns, peak barrier and the Xl separatrix are indicated by vertical lines. The 
log of the reaction relaxation rate is indicated by a horizontal line. 



Chapter 3 

Super Symmetric Molecular Dynamics 

Super symmetry is commonly known as a unifying theory in elementary particle 

physics. More generally, Super Symmetry refers to a formalism in which the mathe

matical objects under consideration, along with a pair of operators (the super sym

metric charge operators), forms a Lie superalgebra. In physical systems, if the Hamil

tonian of physical states is invariant under certain operations, then the system is said 

to have a symmetry defined by those operations. In the context of quantum me

chanics, the physicality of super symmetric charge operators implies that for a given 

fermion quantum state, the charge operators applied to that state produce a bosonic 

state, different from all the fermionic states, with the same energy. 

The similarity between the Fokker-Planck operator and the Schrodinger equation 

(as described in 1.2.3) suggest that it may be possible for a hidden super symmetry 

to exist for Fokker-Planck states. Indeed this is the case, and the super parters of the 

Fokker-Planck eigenfunctions are the associated currents: similarly to quantum super 

partners having the same energy, the population and its current decay at the same 

rate. By using the formalism of super symmetry, we are able to show the existence 

of a dynamical equation which is to the current as the Langevin equation (described 

in 1.2.1) is to the population density. This development was given by Kurchan and 

students for the Fokker-Planck equation[14, 15] and Kramer's equation[20]. We give 

an abridged discussion in Section 3.1. 

The usefulness of such a dynamical equation becomes clear in the context of the 

Kramer's escape formulation described in Part2. Because the Kramer's escape rate 

formula depends on integrating over the regions near the Xl separatrix, where the 
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current flux is peaked (and hence nearly constant in space), accurate determination 

of contributing volumes is critical to determination of the rate constants*. In partic

ular, we would like to integrate only over those configuration volumes which directly 

contribute to the escape time (a formula for doing this is given in Section 3.2). 

However, besides being the regions of maximum current flux, because the critical 

regions are directly involved in the manifestation of a reaction time, they will also be 

amongst the rarest sampled trajectories for traditional Molecular Dynamics, which 

tends to anneal trajectories to the regions of large population density. What is sought 

is a method for annealing trajectories to regions of large current density. A dynamical 

Langevin equation for the super partners of the population density would do just this. 

The formalism of the super symmetry shows how to derive this equation. 

In Section 3.1, we give the SuSy Kramer's equation, and show that an associated 

Langevin equation evolves the super partner density. The details of the evolution are 

explored in Section 3.1.4. In Section 3.1.4 we show that the previous prescription for 

using it fails to locate entropic wells. Then give a new prescription and demonstra

tions its use in simple models in Section 3.1.4. Finally, in section 3.2, we show how 

the populations derived from Super Symmetric Molecular dynamics can be used to 

compute escape times in a coordinate independent way. 

3.1 The SuSy Kramer's and Langevin Equations 

Until now, we have dealt almost exclusively with the analytically more amenable 

Fokker-Planck equation. In the context of Molecular Dynamics however, its more 

facile to treat systems realistically by retaining momentum. In this case we start out 

with the Kramer's equation (described in Section 1.2.1). 

*Because Kramer's escape formula limits to classical Transition State Theory, these regions are 

important regardless of the transition state theory used. 
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3.1.1 The SuSy Kramer's Equation 

Super symmetry in Kramer's equation is uncovered as in SuSy-QM by by "completing 

the square" of the diffusion operator. Once a pair of operators is found, it's enough to 

show they obey the right algebraic relations. The mathematical properties of these 

SuSy operators in the Fokker-Planck and Kramer's case are explored in detail by 

Kurchan and his students[14, 15, 20]. 

The underlying super symmetry in the Kramer's equation is revealed by "com

plicating" the operator with the introduction of 6N fermionic raising and lowering 

operators, aI, ... , a3N, b1, ... , b3N . Each of the ai operators are associated with a spatial 

degree of freedom, and each of the bi operators are associated with a momentum de

gree of freedomt. We abbreviate the complete set of spatial and momentum fermionic 

operators as Cl, ... , C6N. By definition for fermionic operators, they satisfy the anti-

commutation relations [Ci' c}] + = 6ij, and [Ci' Cj] + = [c!, c}] + = 0 

The "number" of fermions associated with a state I'lj;) can be determined by the 

fermion counting operator, Iv = Lj c}Cj. The fermionic state with zero fermions is 

denoted 1-), and defined by Ci ICi) = 1-). We denote the occupied fermion states as 

I Ci) = ct 1-) . 
In the product space of phase space densities and fermionic states, (lq)@lp)@lci)), 

the SuSy Kramer's equation is 

a - -at I'lj;) = HSK I'lj;) = T(QQ + QQ) I'lj;) , (3.1) 

where the SuSy "charge" operators are 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

tIn the context of the SuSy Langevin equation (Section 3.1.2), the densities for these fermionic 

states are derived from the first moment of the distribution for a dynamical trajectory. 
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for the Hamiltonian H. As an immediate consequence of the anticommunation prop

erties of the fermion operators, we note that QQ = QQ = 0, and Q'l/JI-) = O. 

Expanding the charge operator products and using the fermionic operator identi

ties shows 

(3.4) 

The Kramer's operator eigenfunctions are the zero-fermion eigenfunctions of the 

SuSy Kramer's eigenfunctions, as can be seen by forming the product of a Kramer's 

eigenfunction, 'l/Ji, with the fermionic vaccum state: 

Then, the Kramer's operator eigenfunctions now have super partners with the same 

eigenvalue 

The physical significance of the super partners can be seen by the fact that applica

tion of the raising charge operator, Q, to the eigenfunctions of the Kramer's equation, 

gives the "reduced current" t in a form where each component of the current density 

vector is the density of the ith fermion: 

Jqi = aiQ'l/JI-) 

Jpi = biQ'l/JI-)· (3.7) 

+The "reduced current" is distinct from the Kramer's current, but the difference is divergenceless, 

and so does not affect the evolution of population densities. The reduced current arises instead of the 

Kramer's current as a consequence of Kramer's operator not being Hermitizable. For our purposes 

we will not find reason to differentiate the reduced current and standard current. 
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Denoting the super partner states as a sum of one-fermionic states, 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

application of the SuSy Kramer's operator (Equation 3.4) shows the Kramer's super 

partners evolve according to 

(3.10) 

The utility of the SuSy formulation is seen here by the simplicity of the derivation 

of the diffusion equation for the current. Similarly to the manner in which manip

ulation of complex trigonmetric funtions is made easier by extending the function 

into the complex field and using Euler's equation, the dynamical equation for diffu

sion currents is more easily derived by extending the function space with fermionic 

operators and using the SuSy Kramer's operator. 

3.1.2 SuSy Langevin Dynamics 

Conceptually, the most surprising aspect of the SuSy Langevin dynamics is seen in 

the contrast to the relation between Langevin dynamics and Kramer's population. 

Whereas the population density of the Kramer's equation is directly evolved by the 
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Langevin equation, the population density of the SuSy Kramer's equation is the first 

moment of the "compass vector" population evolved by the SuSy Langevin equation. 

The SuSy Langevin equation is formed by extending the standard Langevin dy

namics for a given system (Equation 1.6) by associating to each trajectory (q(t), p(t)) 

a 3N dimensional oscillator, (u(t), w(t)), which evolves according to the non-stochastic 

dissipative equation 

(3.11) 

These can be seen as the dynamical equation with friction (similar to Equation 1.6 

without stochastic impulses) for the Harmonic Oscillator Hamiltonian 

(3.12) 

where H is the Hessian of the potential energy in 1i. Equation 3.11 is different form 

from the original prescription for the SuSy Langevin[20, 17], but remains equivalent 

and is physically more intuitive. It is also easier to recognize an effective means to 

integrate the extended system: we integrate the composite trajectory and compass 

vector using Manella's quasisymplectic integrator[16] with a generalized thermostat 

which is zero for the compass component. 

We write the population of trajectories at (q, p) with compass vector (u, w) as 

F(q, p, u, w). Because the underlying Langevin dynamics is not modified, the com

ponents of the current for F in the (q, p) phase space (Equation 1.9) are not modified, 

and the current in the (u, w) phase space are the non-stochastic population currents 

(3.13) 

J Wi = ('Wi + L aa~: . (q)Uj) F, 
j q~ % 

(3.14) 

The continuity equation for the four currents of F is 

a:; ~ - (HK + ~! Wi + ;"i (1Wi + {J~!j (q)u,) ) F (3.15) 
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Then, the first moment of the compass vector phase space for F at each q and p 

evolves as 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

The distribution of F is Ll in U and W because the the continuity equation guarantees 

preservation of the total population. Then application of Gauss' theorem gives 

dudw, 

(3.21) 

Finally, integration by parts shows 

= -HK J (Ui) Fdudw+ L J ( -wjF ) Wi j ( "(Wj + a~;fkj (q)Uj ) F 
dudw (3.22) 

= (-HK + L (0 -8i j
)) J (Ui) Fdudw 

j a~;fkj (q) "( Wi 
(3.23) 

which is the same as the evolution we expect for the components of the fermion 

densities in Equation 3.10 when we identify 

(3.24) 
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This elucidates the meaning of the term "compass vector," because the vectors point 

on average in the direction the population distribution will move. 

3.1.3 Cloning and Destroying 

In Section 2.1.2, we showed that the flux of the current distribution peaks on the 

Xl separatrix plane dividing the reactant and product states. From Equation 3.24 

we expect the first moment of the compass vectors to be the largest, and rapidly 

anneal to the large moment on on a short time scale in these same regions. How

ever, it should be difficult to accurately calculate the average in Equation 3.24 if 

it depends on a population of compass vectors carried by rare trajectories moving 

between metastable states. The difficulty of accurate computation of this average is 

overcome by increasing the population in regions of large compass vector magnitude. 

We note that the first moment in Equation 3.24 would be the same if population 

of compass vectors at F(q,p, u, w) (from Section 3.1.2) were replaced by a population 

Ju2 + w2 F(q,p,u,w) with vectors of unit magnitude. Writing the compass vector as -(u, w) = I (u, w) I (u, w), we see the first moment is still the same 

(Jqi,JPJ = j(u,W)FdUdW (3.25) 

= j~l(u,w)IFdUdW. (3.26) 

Although it was not the originally stated intention, this effect can be accomplished 

by incorporating of cloning and destroying of trajectories depending on the compass 

vectors. The effect is to replace compass vectors with large magnitudes with a com

mensurate large number of independent trajectories. By doing this, instead of keeping 

all the information about the first fermionic population in a few rare and undersam

pled trajectories, we use the size of the compass to indicate regions where additional 

sampling is worthwhile to give accurate characterization of the regions with large 

current. 

The effect on trajectories of cloning is depicted in Figure 3.1. When cloning 
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is performed, we create an identical trajectory at the same point in the extended 

phase space, which then evolves independently according to its own unique sequence 

of stochastic perturbations TJ(t) in Equation 1.6. After destroying a trajectory, the 

trajectory is removed from further simulation. The rate at which the population 

changes is 

(3.27) 

where the time dependence of wand u is given by Equation 3.11. To change the 

population at this rate, we give each trajectory a probability N ('11, w) dt of being 

cloned when N ('11, w) > 0 , and a probability IN ('11, w) I dt of being destroyed when 

N(u, w) < o. 
With the rate R, if the all the clones experienced nearly identical stochastic forces 

and followed the same trajectory, the total number of clones would be, averaging over 

repeated simulations, equal to the absolute change in the magnitude of the compass 

vector without cloning. To see this, we consider a trajectory where the norm of com

pass vector changes from WI = J[w(h)]2 + [U(tl])2 = 1 to W2 = J[w(t2 )]2 + [U(t2])2 

in the time interval tl to t2 ; and write the total number of clones in the ensemble 

at time t as N(t) with N(t1) = 1. The change of the population in time satisfies 

gtN = R(t)N. Integration immediately shows In(N2)= ft:2 R(t) dt = In(W2). 

Because the number of clone partners would conserve the total vector norm and 

direction if the trajectory was nearly deterministic, we can compute the moment in 

Equation 3.25 by integrating the normalized compass vectors of the full population 

including clones. In general, the SuSy Langevin trajectories would follow different 

paths and thus form a more complete picture of the compass vector ensemble for 

computation of the average in Equation 3.25. 

In Section 3.1.4, because of the problems described in Section 3.1.4, we further 

modify this technique to normalize the trajectory current density back to a Kramer's 

density. 
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Figure 3.1 : The compass vector vectors accompanying the molecular dynamics tra
jectories described in Section 3.1.2 diverge from the origin in their coordinate system 
when the trajectory carrying them traverses energetic saddle points. When the trajec
tories are cloned at the rate described in Equation 3.27, sampling of rare trajectories 
involved metastable transitions is increased. 
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3.1.4 Analysis of Compass Behavior 

We can gain an intuitive understanding of the regions in configuration space where 

the cloning described in Section 3.1.3 occurs by analyzing the instantaneous behavior 

of the compass vectors in terms of the dynamics described by Equation 3.11. 

The compass vector dynamics depend only indirectly on the system phase space 

(q,p) through the Hessian H(q(t)). Because the compass vectors do not affect the 

motion of the trajectory that carries them, to the perspective of the compass vec

tors the motion is simply that of an 3N dimensional oscillator with time dependent 

stochastic frequency H(q(t)). If we assume the energy is a smooth function of q, 

H(q(t)) will be approximately constant for short periods of time as the underlying 

trajectory traverses the potential; and we may approximate the instantaneous motion 

of the compass vectors with a constant Hessian H = H( q). This approximation will 

become exact for long periods in the special cases where H( q) is constant in a large 

region of configuration space (as occurs for instance in the Entropic well in Figure 

1.2 and in barrier deflection in sections 3.1.4 and 3.1.4). 

Then, the form of the rate in Equation 3.27 shows that the instantaneous changes 

in the population due to cloning and destroying can be immediately seen from the 

instantaneous change in the compass vector magnitude. 

To simplify matters, we block diagonalize H in terms of the orthogonal matrix of 

normal modes Q and diagonal matrix of force constants L so that H = QLQT. For 

the instantaneous intervals of time where the approximation of H being constant is 

valid, the vibrational modes evolve independently of one another and we can analyze 

them separately. For the actual time dependent motion the vectors describing the 

normal modes will gradually change with the motion of the trajectory as the trajectory 

commutes between local minima and tend to mix the motion of the modes over time. 

It is this mixing which allows the compass vectors to (statistically) learn the topology 

of the energy surface and anneal the population to reaction currents. 

We can decompose the compass vector components in terms of the local vibrational 
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modes of Q in the local coordinates a and b as 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

We see the evolution in terms of the local coordinates by applying Equation 3.11, 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

Where Ai is the force constant for vibration for the mode Qei. The linear inde

pendence of the modes Qei in Equation 3.30 indicates we can give the equations of 

motion for each mode independently by 

(3.33) 

The solution to this linear system is well known to be 

(3.34) 

This form can be simplified further in terms of the eigen properties of propagating 

matrix 

(3.35) 

The eigenvalues of the propragating matrix are 

(3.36) 
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The spectrum is depicted in Figure 3.2. Taking the associated eigenvectors of A+ and 

A_ as q+ and q_ respectively, and writing the intitial condition as 

(3.37) 

the time dependent solution in Equation 3.34 can be written 

(3.38) 

The implication is that the compass vector component along in the linear space of 

the given mode will tend towards position and velocity components in the direction 

of the eigenvector with eigenvalue having smallest real part. If both eigenvalues are 

positive, it will eventually decay toward the origin, corresponding to termination of 

the trajectory. 

For a given friction constant" the eigenvalues for the motion of the ith vibrational 

mode depend on the frequency of vibration for the undamped oscillator mode Ai as 

depicted in Figure 3.36. We can see from Figure 3.36 four primary regions with 

characteristic behavior: In the underdamped region where there the force constant of 

curvature is Ai > ,2/4, the motion of the compass vector will oscillate with frequency 

1m {A+} and decaying amplitude Re {A+} = ,/2 . In the region where ° < Ai < ,,(2/4, 

the compass vector amplitude decays very slowly to 0. In the special case of Ai = 

0, the compass vector approaches a stationary state, not necessarily 0, dependent 

on its initial condition at the rate,. Finally, in the unstable region where Ai < 

0, the eigenvalues A± are completely real, and the compass trajectory magnitude 

exponentially increases in the direction of the eigenvector with eigenvalue A_. 
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Figure 3.2 : Spectrum of eigenvalues for the motion of compass vectors in Equation 
3.38 with a given friction constant ,. 
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Barrier Deflection 

An important case to consider the motion of the compass vectors determined by 

Equation 3.11 is the case where the trajectory carrying the compass vector is reflected 

by a perfectly elastic wall. It is intuitively clear that the effect of the impact on the 

trajectory is to reflect the velocity component normal to the surface. It turns out 

that the effect of the impact on the compass vector is to reflect the components of 

both u and w normal to the surface. 

To demonstrate this, we consider a one-dimensional potential which becomes the 

Heaviside function in the limit a ~ 0: 

o x <-a 

V(x) = ~(x + a)2 -a::; x and x ::; 0 . (3.39) 

Vo x>O 

We assume a particle governed by the Langevin dynamics (Equation 1.6) is incident 

incident on the harmonic potential from the negative x region with velocity in the 

positive direction, with insufficient energy to overcome the barrier. The incident 

particle would then experience a harmonic force tending to return it to the free 

particle region with a negative velocity. In the limit a ~ 0, the force constant of the 

harmonic potential becomes so great that the effects of friction and the stochastic 

forces 'f/ can be neglected. Then, trajectory will undergo a half-period of oscillation, 

the symmetry of which returns the trajectory to the negative x region with reflected 

velocity. 

While in the harmonic potential, the force experienced by the compass vector 

will be that of a symmetric harmonic potential with the same force constant. As a 

consequence, in the limit a ~ 0, the compass trajectory experiences oscillatory motion 

with the same frequency as the carrying trajectory for a half-period of oscillation. 

The symmetry of the motion gives a reflected u and w upon the carrying trajectory's 

return to the negative x region. 
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Entropic Well 

Previous techniques developed to explore energetic landscapes have focused on locat

ing potential energy barriers, as opposed to free energy barriers[21, 10]. Whereas we 

summarised Section 1.1.2 that in complex reactions, identification of free energy bar

riers tend to be more important, and more challenging. Super Symmetric Molecular 

Dynamics(SuSyMD) has been proposed as a means of identifying free energy barri

ers. In this section, we explain why the previously described methods [15, 20, 17] are 

unable to identify entropic only free energy barriers, and in Section 3.1.4 describe a 

way to modify SuSyMD so that it will. 

Free energy, as a combination of both energy and entropy, can be characterized 

in two extremes: entropic barriers and energetic barriers. Energetic barriers are 

characterized by regions of negative curvature: if a region of high energy separates 

two local energetic minima, the potential energy must be decreasing from the top 

of the barrier towards either of the minima. In Section 3.1.4, we saw that negative 

curvature causes SuSy the component of compass vectors to exponentially increase 

in magnitude parallel to unstable normal mode, while the stable components in the 

orthogonal directions would decay. It follows that locating regions where the compass 

vectors tend to all be aligned in one direction would evince energetic saddle points. 

So while the ability to identify energetically dominated free energy barriers is clear, 

in previous work [17, 15], it was suggested that these correlations would also indicate 

entropic barriers. 

However, because the previous methods rely solely on analysis of the compass 

vectors, they will not be able to detect entropically dominated free energy barriers 

without carefully chosen initial conditions. To show this, we consider "entropic well" 

systems, characterized by perfectly elastic walls surrounding flat energy regions, as 

depicted in Figure 1. 2. 

In entropic well systems, the compass vectors have two modes of behavior for 

the reasons described in Section 3.1.4. In the regions of constant energy, the compass 
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vectors behave like free particles with friction and rapidly move to a time independent 

state on a timescale of the inverse friction, independent of the carrying trajectory. 

When the particles collide with the walls, the components of the compass vectors 

normal to the wall are reflected, changing direction but not magnitude for the reasons 

described in Section 3.1.4. 

Now, we suppose that a population SuSyMD of trajectories is incident on the 

entropic barrier with randomized compass vectors (i.e., the trajectories have initially 

have no knowledge of the barrier). A cartoon of the situation where SuSyMD tra

jectories are incident on the barrier is depicted in figures 3.3 and 3.4. After the 

collision with the barrier, the compass vectors of the trajectories which pass through 

the opening will not change, while the compass vectors of the trajectories which were 

reflected will be reflected. Although some of the compass vectors are reflected, be

cause the ensemble of compass vectors was random before the collision, the ensemble 

of compass vectors will still be random after the collision and analysis of the compass 

vectors alone will not yield information about the barrier. This is in marked contrast 

to an ensemble of compass vectors incident on an energetic saddle point (depicted in 

figures 3.5 and 3.6), where the unstable negative curvature causes rapid differentia

tion between the compass vectors which traverse the saddle point and those which 

are reflected. 

It is important to note that this argument does not imply that the SuSy Langevin 

equation fails to anneal to a reactant current in this case. The failure of SuSy Langevin 

dynamics here represents an extreme sensitiviy to initial conditions in the purely 

entropic case. If the compass vectors incident on the entropic barrier had been aligned 

with the entropic passage before the collision, the compass vectors of the ensemble 

which were reflected would have had their components normal to the wall randomized 

from the stochastic collisions with the wall; meanwhile, the transmitted ensemble 

would have have their orthogonal components randomized. The resulting populations 

would have correlation along the direction of current. 
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Figure 3.3 : This cartoon depict s an ensemble of trajectories with initially randomized 
walker vectors incident on an entropic barrier before the collision. The subensembles 
which will eventually reflect from the walls and the subensemble which will transmit 
are indicated. 
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Figure 3.4: This cartoon depict s an ensemble of trajectories with initially randomized 
walker vectors incident on an entropic barrier after the collision expected in Figure 
3.3. The subensembles which were reflected from the walls and the subensemble which 
were transmitted are indicated. The compass vectors associated with the reflected 
trajectories have been reflected but are still randomized. There is no distinguishing 
property within the compass vector ensemble which indicates the presence of the 
barrier. 
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Figure 3.5 : This cartoon depicts an ensemble of trajectories (identical to those in 
Figure 3.3) with initially randomized walker vectors incident on an narrow energetic 
barrier before the collision. The subensembles which will eventually reflect from the 
walls and the subensemble which will transmit are indicated. 
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Figure 3.6 : This cartoon depicts an ensemble of trajectories with initially randomized 
walker vectors incident on a narrow energetic barrier after the collision expected in 
Figure 3.5. The subensembles which were reflected from the walls and the subensem
ble which were transmitted are indicated. In contrast to the entropic barrier case in 
Figure 3.4, the compass vectors in the transmitted subensemble rapidly change in the 
presence of the negative energetic curvature of the barrier, and can be distinguished 
by analysis of the compass vectors 
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In general, we would like a method could locate entropic barriers without fore

knowledge of the current direction. To mend this problem, we change the prescribed 

method for using SuSyMD to one in which analysis is performed on the carrying 

trajectories rather than on the compass vectors alone. This method is able to detect 

both energetic and entropic barriers as demonstrated in Section 3.1.5. 
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SuSy MD as an ensemble magnifying glass 

As we showed in Section 3.1.4, methods for the detection offree energy barriers which 

focus solely on SuSy compass vectors are unable to identify entropic barriers. This 

fact is surprising when we consider (in Section [add ref entropic well] ) that Molecular 

Dynamics (MD) is, by itself, able to identify entropic barriers. What we would like 

is a method that combines the ability of MD to identify entropic barriers with SuSy 

MD's ability to enhance sampling of rare trajectories over energetic barriers. 

In Section 3.1.4, we show that direct analysis of the MD trajectories carrying the 

SuSy compass vectors will not represent a physically correct Kramer's population 

distribution due to the perturbation of the population by cloning and destroying. In 

order to reclaim a realistic Fokker-Planck density, we reweight the MD trajectories 

according to the principles of Ensemble Magnifying technique described in Section 

3.1.4. This yields a physically correct population density, while retaining the en

hanced sampling density on energetic barriers, giving a detailed picture of the desired 

probability current. 

Ensemble Magnifying Glass 

The primary impediment in the simulation of rare events in chemical systems is the 

requirement for the transition probabilities in the simulation to have the property 

of detailed balance (defined below). Rare events in chemical simulations by defini

tion are associated with states that have small population densities at equilibrium. 

This property necessarily makes them difficult to explore without violating detailed 

balance. In this section, we discuss a method for enhancing the simulation of rare 

events without violating detailed balance which dovetails with the cloning behavior 

in SuSyMD. 

We consider a time dependent population, P(x, t) of possible states x at time t, 

which comprises of a large number of Molecular Dynamics trajectories. To obtain 

a population density, we simulate a large ensemble of N trajectories, each having a 
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time dependent state Xk(t). The time dependent population density is then 

P(X, t) ~ :L 6(Xk(t) - x), (3.40) 
k 

where 6(Xk - x) is a function which is non-zero only when Xk ~ x, and J 6(x) dx = 1. 

Whatever method is used to integrate the trajectories, the method should satisfy 

the condition of detailed balance. The condition for detailed balance is that the 

probability, T(Xi' Xj; t I , t2), for a configuration in state Xi at time tl to be found in 

state Xj at a later time t2 is related to the equilibrium population PO(Xi) by 

(3.41) 

For an arbitrary time dependent population, P(x, tr), the number of states leaving 

Xi for Xj is T(Xi' Xj; t I, t2)P(Xi, t I); from which it can be seen that the condition 

of detailed balance is directly related to the flow of the population at equilibrium. 

The consequence of a simulation not obeying detailed balance would then be that a 

system initially equilibrium could spontaneously leave equilibrium, contrary to the 

second law of thermodynamics. 

Unfortunately the condition of detailed balance also dictates that the relative 

probability of transition to an important state (e.g., a transition state) Xi which has 

low equilibrium population density, PO(Xi)/ PO(Xj) « 1, is very small. The simplest 

and most obvious method for sampling rare events without violating detailed balance 

is to perform a very large number of simulations; but for complex reactions which 

are compuationally intensive the number of additional trajectories required can be 

prohibitively large. 

The idea behind the ensemble magnifying glass is to manipulate a simulation which 

began with a particular initial distribution, by incorporating additional trajectories at 

intermediate times cloned from trajectories of the previous distribution at instances 

when they are likely to transition to a rare event. In order to maintain detailed 

balance with cloning, each trajectory is assigned a statistical weight Wk starting at 1, 
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P(X, t) ~ L WkO(Xk(t) - x), 
k 
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(3.42) 

When cloning occurs, the new trajectory, XN+1(t), is given a statistical weight WN+I = 

wm /2; and the weight of the original trajectory is changed from Wm to wm /2. By ma

nipulating the weights in this way, and not the dynamics of the motion, the population 

flux continues to satisfy the condition of detailed balance. 

To verify that detailed balance is maintained, we consider transition rates with a 

stochastic intermediate cloning step. We can define the transition rate T(X2' Xl; t2, tl) 

by evolving a distribution which is initially a Dirac Delta Distribution: 

(3.43) 

if 

(3.44) 

To calculate T(X2' Xl; t 2, td with an intermediate cloning step at time tf, we evolve 

Po up until tf and then perform cloning. The population after cloning, P8, is the sum 

of the two populations derived from the cloning, p(I)(X, tf) = p(2) (x, tf)= ~Po(x, tf): 

Po(X, tf) -t P8(X, tf) = p(1)(x, tf) + p(2) (X, tf) = Po(X, tf). (3.45) 

The final population at t2 determining the transition rate, is the sum of the cloned 

populations at t2: 

(3.46) 

From which it is trivially clear that intermediate cloning steps do not affect the 

condition of detailed balance. 

In order to choose when cloning should occur, we assume there is a function f(x) 

which measures the proximity of a state to a rare event. States are then cloned with 

higher probability in accord with the degree of proximity to a rare event. 
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In the context of SuSy, the proximity function j(x) is provided by the SuSy 

cloning and destroying rate, Equation 3.27. The compass vector in SuSyMD gives a 

statistical measure of the probability that the carrying trajectory will participate in 

a rare event corresponding to the transtion between metastable states. The result is 

a dynamically enhanced sampling of trajectories near the transition state, without 

affecting the physical realism of the evolved population distribution, and without any 

assumptions about the physics of the system besides the Hamiltonian. 

For simplicity, we do not implement destroying with the ensemble magnifying 

glass, but the possibility of doing so is worth mentioning. In order to incorporate de

stroying, it is not enough to return the statistical weight to the cloned partner since 

doing so would be tantamount to a selective process which would violate detailed bal

ance. We could imagine for instance using a proximity function which gave a definite 

probability for destroying trajectories when they left a region of configuration space. 

If the trajectory leaving the chosen region returned its statistical weight to the popu

lation inside the region, it would markedly enhance the length of time the population 

dwelled in the region without regard to the equilibrium population distribution. In 

order to preserve detailed balance in the context of destroying, statistical weight of 

the trajectories would need to be distributed to its nearest neighbors in configuration 

space in a way that minimizes the perturbation to the population distribution at the 

instance of destruction. 

Normalization of SuSyMD population Density 

Direct analysis of the density of the molecular dynamics phase space, (q,p), of a 

SuSyMD simulation incorporating cloning would not yield physically meaningful in

formation about the associated population density equation density because of the 

violation of detailed balance described in Section 3.1.4. 

This, violation can be seen directly from analysis of evolution of the joint dis

tribution for the composite system in Equation 3.15. The effect of cloning on the 
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population on densities from the cloning rate given by 3.27 is to create a population 

density at (q,p) for the trajectories underlying the population in Equation 3.15 given 

by 

P'(q,p, t) = J I(u, w)1 F(q, p, u, w) du dw. (3.47) 

Substituting Equation 3.15 in to Equation 3.47 shows 

%tP'(q,p, t) = J I(u, w)1 a:; du dw (3.48) 

~ J -I(u, w)1 (HK + ~ 8:, w, + 8~, (,w, + 8~:~j (q)u;) ) Fdu dw 
(3.49) 

After integration by parts, this becomes 

Which mathematical statement that the population P' does not obey the continuity 

relation implicit in the Kramer's equation due to the cloning and destroying accom

panying diffusion in u and w. 

However, the normalized joint distribution, defined by 

gives a population 

- F(q, p, u, w) 
F(q, p, u, w) = I(u, w)1 ' 

P(q,p, t) = J I(u, w)1 F(q, p, u, w) du dw 

= J F(q,p, u, w)du dw 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 
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which does obey the Kramer's equation: 

(3.55) 

In this case the continuity relation for the compass density currents in Equation 3.13 

gives a net zero divergence: 

(3.59) 

From the cloning rate in Equation 3.27, the number of cloning events, Nc , ex

perienced by trajectories reaching the extended phase space point (q, p, u, w) is 

Nc ~ log21(u, w)l. The number of trajectories created by the ensemble reaching 

this point is then 2N c. Giving the trajectories a statistical weight and population as 

in 3.42, produces a population 

1 
P(q,p, t) ~ L 2N c c5(qk(t) - q)c5(Pk(t) - p), 

k 

which is the approximation of the population in Equation 3.53, 

P(q,p,t) = jl(u,w)IF(q,P,u,W)dUdW 

Similarly, an unnormalized sum gives the sampling density in Equation 3.47: 

P'(q,p, t) ~ L c5(qk(t) - q)c5(Pk(t) - p,) 
k 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

In the following examples, we consider the sampling populations from SuSy MD 

simulations. 
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Figure 3.7 : In this purely entropic reaction system, the reactant barrier is clearly 
identified by the region of high current density. 

3.1.5 Two dimensional SuSyMD examples 

Purely Entropic Barrier 

An example of a reaction barrier which is purely entropic, we create an energy profile 

like the one depicted in Figure 1.2. The system is characterized by a region of zero 

forces surrounded by perfect reflecting walls and a narrow passage way between two 

regions of large configuration volume. In this case, for the regions we described in 

Section 3.1.4, the compass vectors have a neglible impact on the trajectory popula

tion within the well. However, since there is no energy barrier, molecular dynamics 

simulations by themselves are able to easily form a a well sampled current density, 

dependent only on the rate at which particles find the narrow passage way. To 

demonstrate this, we simualated a system of this kind using a population of 100 000 

trajectories. The current at each position in configuration space was calculated by 

taking the approximate average of Jqi in Equation 1.9. The result is depicted in 

Figure 3.7. 
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Entropic and Energetic Barrier 

Free energy barriers for chemical reactions are typically formed by both energetic 

and entropic limitations together due to the analytic functions giving energy profiles 

in real systems. In this section we present the results of simulations of a model 

system demonstrating the ability of SuSyMD to dramatically enhance sampling of 

the difficult to reach energy peak. 

These simulations were conducted by creating an entropic barrier type system 

with an energy given by cubic spline interpolation to create a barrier height of 5kT. 

The simulation was performed at a temperature of 0.6 in units of kT = 1. The 

initial population consisted of 1000 trajectories in the well on the right hand side 

of the configuration space. Cloning was prohibited so that the population could be 

normalized to a population distribution obeying detailed balance in the diffusion as 

described in Section 3.1.4. 

After simulating for 2 pico seconds, the SuSy population reached a population 

of 600000 trajectories, with most of the population concentrated on the energetic 

barrier. 

For comparison, we simulated 200000 trajectories using normal MD for the same 

period of time and the same conditions. This number of trajetories was chosen due 

to the fact that it represented the same amount of simulation time as used in the 

SuSyMD simulation. It is important to note however, that SuSyMD scaled itself to 

the level necessary to observe barrier crossing. Even with this large number of trajec

tories used in the MD simulation, after 2 pico seconds, only 6 of the MD trajectories 

were able to cross the barrier. FUrthermore, although only a small fraction of the 

total population distribution crossed the barrier in this time, the actual number of 

SuSyMD trajectories was on the order of 200, giving a much finer sampling of the 

distribution of product trajectories after barrier crossing. 

While the primary focus of the SuSyMD simulations was achieved, namely en

hancement of sampling in the relevant reaction barrier, the fraction of the relative 
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normalized population of trajectories which reacted according to the SuSy simulation 

disagreed with the MD simulation by 3 orders of magnitude (3 x 10-5 versus 1 x 10-8). 

This error is attributed to the much smaller attempt rate by the initial population in 

the reactant well for the initial SuSy simulation. The requirement for an initial tra

jectory to attempt the barrier crossing in order to gain enhanced sampling is shown 

in detail in figures 3.12 through 3.22. 

Figures 3.12 through 3.22 also demonstrate how the computational cost of the 

additional SuSyMD trajectory clones could be mitigated. The simulation shows that 

an overabundance of trajectories was produced due to acceleration in the positive cur

vature regions of the barrier. While these trajectories can not in general be removed 

without violating detailed balance, clones which cycle through positive curvature com

pass vector oscillations do so in a period of time so short that it should be possible 

to merge them with significant perturbation to detailed balance. 
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SuSyMD Reactant Configurations (2ps) 

Sample Population Density Normalized Population Density 
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Figure 3.8 : This figure depicts the sampling and normalized SuSy population den
sities in the reactant well resulting from the 2ps simulation described in 3.1.5. In 
the left frame , the act ual population of SuSy trajectories is displayed, showing the 
trajectories are concetrated on the barrier at the origin. On the right hand side, the 
populations have been statistically reweighted to give a normal Kramer's distribution, 
which evolves while observing detailed balanc.e 
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SUSyMD Product Configurations (2ps) 
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Figure 3.9 : This figure depicts the sampling and normalized SuSy population den
sities in the product well resulting from the 2ps simulation described in 3.1.5. The 
sampling population in the left frame shows that approximately 200 SuSy trajecto
ries crossed the barriers, while the right frame shows that the statistically reweighted 
population correctly shows neglible barrier crossing. 
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MD Reactant Population Density 
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Figure 3.10 : This figure depicts the sampling and normalized SuSy population densi
ties in the reactant well resulting from the 2ps simulation described in 3.1.5. Despite 
the enormous number of trajectories, only 6 reactants were able to cross the barrier 
at the origin during the simulation time. 
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Figure 3.11 : This figure depicts the sampling and normalized SuSy population den
sities in the reactant well resulting from the 2ps simulation described in 3.1.5. It 
demonstrates that despite the enormous number of trajectories, only 6 reactants were 
able to cross the barrier at the origin during the simulation time. 
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Figure 3.12 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0 and 0.2 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile 
of the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 
The carrying trajectory is initially in a free particle region of flat energy, implicitly 
searching for a barrier. Without forces, the compass trajectory is stationary, and is 
not presented for brevity. 
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Figure 3.13 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0.20 and 0.25 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile 
of the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 
3.14 Around 0.2 pico seconds, the trajectory collides with the energetic barrier. The 
rapid acceleration of the compass trajectory increases the compass vector magnitude 
leading to rapid cloning. 

3.2 Barrier resistance 

The usual expression for reaction rate can be derived from the Fokker-Planck equa

tion , [add ref], which is the divergence of the current operator, (T a~i + Fi) 'l/J (x) = 

J(x). The Fokker-Planck equation is not Hermitian, so right eigenstates are not left 

eigenstates. But left eigenstates can be derived from left eigenstates via a conjuga

tion operator, I'l/JL) = R I'l/JR) = exp {EIT} I'l/JR) , so that if H FP I'l/JR) = A I'l/JR) , then 

('l/JLI H FP = ('l/JRI A. And left and right eigenstates have a biorthonormality relation 

('l/JL I'l/JR) = 1. 

Then, it follows that when 'l/J is the quasi-equilibrium population for an escaping 
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Figure 3.14 : The phase space trajectory for the compass trajectory of a SuSyMD 
simulation in a system with an energetic barrier for the time interval between 0.2 and 
0.25 picoseconds. The carrying tajectory is depicted in Figure 3.13. Around 0.2 
pico seconds, the trajectory collides with the energetic barrier. The rapid acceleration 
of the compass trajectory increases the compass vector magnitude leading to rapid 
cloning. 

current, 

A ('lfJL(t) I'lfJR(t)) = ('lfJL IHFPI 'lfJR) 

= ( IfL 18~i (T 8~i + Fi) IlfR) 
= ( IfR lexp {E/T} 8~i (T 8~i + Fi ) IlfR) 

= (lfR (T 8~i + Fiy exp {E/T} (T 8~i + Fi) IfR) 
= (J R lexp {EfT}1 J R ) 

= J exp{E/T} P(xWdx. 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

Dividing by the total population, ('lfJL(t) I'lfJR(t)) gives the relaxation rate for the 

reaction. The resulting expression, 
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Figure 3.15 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0.25 and 0.3 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile of 
the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 3.16 
After the initial impact on the barrier around 0.2 picoseconds, the trajectories which 
remain in the positive curvature region terminate cloning, whereas the few trajectories 
continuing into the negative curvature region experience additional cloning. 
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Figure 3.16 : The phase space trajectory for the compass trajectory of a SuSyMD 
simulation in a system with an energetic barrier for the time interval between 0.25 
and 0.3 picoseconds. The carrying tajectory is depicted in Figure 3.15. After the 
initial impact on the barrier around 0.2 picoseconds} the trajectories which remain 
the positive curvature region terminate cloning} whereas the few trajectories contin
uing into the negative curvature region experience additional cloning. Ideally} the 
trajectories moving towards the origin of the compass phase space would be destroyed} 
however since we wish avoid to perturbing detailed balance (as discussced in Section 
3.1.4)} we refrain from removing trajectories and the excess trajectories remain in the 
simulation. 
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Figure 3.17 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0.3 and 0.35 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile 
of the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 
3.18 The trajetoies which remained in the positive cloning region have begun to enter 
the second half of the period of harmonic motion and experience additional cloning 
from the acceleration of the compass vetor in the reverse direction. The trajectories 
in the negative curvature region experience rapid additional cloning due to steady 
acceleration of the compass vector; this increases the likelihood of finding trajectories 
which remain at the barrier peak. 
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Figure 3.18 : The phase space trajectory for the compass trajectory of a SuSyMD 
simulation in a system with an energetic barrier for the time interval between 0.3 and 
0.35 picoseconds. The carrying tajectory is depicted in Figure 3.17. The trajectories 
which remained in the positive cloning region have begun to enter the second half of the 
period of harmonic motion and experience additional cloning from the acceleration of 
the compass vetor in the reverse direction. The trajectories which have returned to the 
free particle region experience a near linear descent to zero velocity in the compass 
vector phase space. The trajectories in the negative curvature region continue to 
experience rapid additional cloning due to steady acceleration of the compass vector. 
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Figure 3.19 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0.35 and 0.4 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile 
of the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 
3.20 Most of the trajectories which remained in the positive curvature region begin 
their exit from the barrier region, and cloning of trajectories in the negative curvature 
region at the barrier peak continues; this increases the likelihood of finding trajectories 
which remain at the barrier peak. 
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Figure 3.20 : The phase space trajectory for the compass trajectory of a SuSyMD 
simulation in a system with an energetic barrier for the time interval between 0.35 
and 0.4 picoseconds. The carrying tajectory is depicted in Figure 3.19. The few 
trajectories which have remained in the positive curvature region continue to the peak 
of their phase space oscillation. The trajectories in the negative curvature region have 
left the scope of the phase space region depicted, but continue to be rapidly cloned. 
We begin to see trajectories which appear to cross the origin in the compass phase 
space due to reflection from the barrier walls. 
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Figure 3.21 : The carrying trajectories for a SuSyMD simulation in a system with an 
energetic barrier at the origin for the time interval between 0.4 and 0.6 picoseconds. 
The simulations began with a single trajectory. The relative statistical weights are 
denoted by the line widths. Cloning events are denoted by red circles. The profile 
of the energy barrier along the x coordinate is provided (not to scale) for reference. 
3.20 Most of the trajectories have left the barrier region, but the few that remain in 
both the positive and negative curvature regions experience continued cloning. 

A = J exp {EIT} [J(x)]2 dx 
J exp {E IT}?jJ2 dx 

(3.70) 

can be seen as a generalized Kramer's escape rate (Equation 1.28). In the quasi

equilibrium approximation, we may write the population as ?jJ ~ e-E / T , so that the 

denominator is 

J exp { E IT} ¢2 dx '" J ¢ dx = p (3.71) 

so that we see the configurations which maximize the integrand in the numerator 

are the regions which contribute most to the Kramer 's escape. The integrand was 

identified by Kurchan[15, 14], and is termed the barrier resistance 

(3.72) 

Moreover, the expression in Equation 3.70 is exact, whereas the Kramer's escape 

integral is only an approximation. 
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Figure 3.22 : The phase space trajectory for the compass trajectory of a SuSyMD 
simulation in a system with an energetic barrier for the time interval between 0.4 
and 0.6 picoseconds. The carrying tajectory is depicted in Figure 3.21. Most of the 
trajectories have left the barrier region and evince near linear motion in the compass 
phase space as they decay to zero velocity. The few trajectories that remained in both 
the positive and negative curvature regions experience continued cloning. The trajec
tories which give apparent rapid motion across the origin are the result of reflections 
from the barrier walls. 
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Finding the regions which contribute the most to relaxation times is then a matter 

of finding the regions in configuration space with the dominant barrier resistance. In 

the case where there are multiple strongly contributing regions to the transition rate, 

the barrier resistance would identify all of them, and the degree of their contribution 

to the escape rate. 

The barrier rate integral, and hence the relaxation rate can be calculated directly 

from a simulated population. To do this, we rewrite the barrier resistance as 

JB(x) = exp {E(x)/T} [J(X)]2 = exp {-E(x)/T} 1V'(exp {E(x)/T} 'l/J)12 . (3.73) 

In terms of the population from Equation 3.60, we write 

1 
exp {E(x)/T} 'l/J(x) ~ exp {E(x)/T} L 2Nc t5(Xk(t) - x) 

k 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

so that the gradient can be approximated by 

V' (exp {E(x)/T} 'l/J(x)) (3.76) 

'" exp {E(x) IT} (t3V E(x) ~ 2~O 6(x.( t) - x) + ~ 2~O V6 (Xk (t) - x») . 

(3.77) 

So that the integrand in Equation 3.73 is 

(3.78) 

The computational cost of the sum over the trajectories, 2::k' is be reduced by making 

use of the fact that the histogram basis t5 is non-zero only when Xk ~ x; the sum for 

the estimation of JB(x) need only involve nearest neighbors. The nearest neighbors 

for the calculation, and hence the entire calculation of JB(x), can be found rapidly 

and massively in parallel using algorithms such as the Geometric Neighbor Acess 

Tree[l]. 
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The integral for J JB(x) dx, and discretely sampled integrands in general, are 

approximated by a sum of the form 

J JB(x) dx ~ L)~X)~N JB(Xk), 
k 

(3.79) 

where the step size (~x)k is effectively the weight associated with a discrete point for 

accurate approximation of the integral. The appropriate step size can be determined 

by Gaussian interpolation as in Equation 2.28. The approximation of the integral is 

then 

(3.80) 

(3.81) 

where we identify (~X)%N = (2:)3N/2 Ck/ JB(Xk). The linear interpolation equation, 

Equation 2.29, also need only involve nearest neighbors. 

Combining the integral approximation in Equation 3.79 with accurate sampling 

near the transition state derived from SuSyMD will then provide a direct means to 

calculate reaction rates without the concern for recrossing issues or coordinate system 

distortions. 



Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

One of the most important problems facing the study of complex chemical systems 

such as proteins is the location and accurate characterization of the limiting steps 

in the reactions. In the introduction, we described in detail many of the underyling 

challenges making this task a difficult issue. 

In response to these issues, we have propopsed a definition of a transition state 

for complex reactions, the Xl separatrix in Part 2, which, when accurately identified, 

can be used to calculate relaxation rates directly instead of upper bounds for one way 

reaction rates. Because calculation of reaction rates when using this separatrix can 

be done without traversing most of the configuration space, location of this barrier 

either by experimental or theoretical means would drastically reduce the simulation 

time required for theoretical reaction rate predictions. 

The theory behind Xl separatrix also justifies the use of SuSyMD for locating the 

regions most relevant to calculation of reaction times. Because the Xl separatrix is 

the surface of largest current flux during a reaction, and the SuSyMD method auto

matically scales the population size and anneals the sampling population to regions 

of large current density on the intermediate timescale t rv 1/),,2, it provides a simple 

scheme for automatic location and exploration of the energetic and entropic barriers 

inherent most relevant to the relaxation rate. 
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